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OneSCM® Procurement Collaboration
Collaborate Smarter. Execute Faster.
Benefiting From Strategic Supplier Relationships

Agility

AGIL IT Y

POs, change orders and approvals
are managed in real time through
a single collaboration console for
greater ability to track and change
quantities and timelines as demand
or conditions change.

Highlights
• Reduce Procurement Costs
• Strengthen Supplier Relationships
• Automate review and approval cycles

As companies forge more strategic relationships with their suppliers, many are looking to
revamp the way they collaborate with their partner network. But many businesses lack the
capabilities to manage the entire process in an integrated way and extend capabilities
and information out to their supply base. Instead, they rely on partial solutions, manual
processes
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visibility into purchasing transactions.

Why OneSCM® Procurement Collaboration
OneSCM Procurement Collaboration from TAKE Supply Chain improves the efficiency and
profitability of supplier relationships by allowing companies to automate, monitor and control
each step of the procurement process. It creates a more collaborative environment by extending
purchasing information, including global tax support, and capabilities to all trading partners in
the supply base. Suppliers log into a shared management console to review, acknowledge and
monitor orders in real-time. Configurable business rules and a proprietary workflow engine
expedite and simplify the review and approval of POs, acknowledgments and change orders.
Companies can manage all materials procurement from a single console and reduce the
likelihood of unauthorized and non-compliant order fulfillment.

Integration, Flexibility, Accountability
OneSCM’s Procurement Collaboration simplifies the implementation process and works with
enterprise applications already in place. Unlike other solutions, it offers companies the flexibility
to adapt workflows and business rules as business needs or regulatory requirements evolve.
OneSCM simplifies the onboarding of existing suppliers and the addition of new suppliers to the
network. The resulting visibility of supplier activity allows closer tracking of performance along
key measures to eliminate bottlenecks and unnecessary expense. Suppliers and buyers are
able to proactively resolve discrepancies and performance issues, replacing the traditional
semi-annual and annual AVL reviews with a continuous improvement cycle.
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Improves the efficiency and profitability of supplier relationships by
allowing companies to automate, monitor and control each step of
the procurement process.

Increased Visibility and Automation

Flexible Integration

Consolidates and automates procurement activities into a single
management console for increased visibility of spending across
the enterprise and throughout the supply chain. A custom rules
engine and configurable workflow route items automatically for
review and approval.

Provides advanced capabilities while adapting to the systems
and processes already in place. Can be deployed as SaaS,
on-premise or a combination, based on data requirements,
and offers integration with suppliers across the globe regardless
of technological capabilities.

Work with us for a better supply chain
info_scm@takesolutions.com

linkedin.com/company/takesupplychain

800-324-5143

twitter.com/takesupplychain

youtube.com/takesupplychain

ABOUT ONESCM®

A B O U T TA K E S U P P LY C H A I N

OneSCM, from TAKE Supply Chain, is a supply chain collaboration suite that helps
companies collaborate smarter and execute faster by integrating internal systems
and external trading networks to allow data and decision-making to flow quickly,
seamlessly, and confidently. Solutions span Demand Collaboration, Procurement
Collaboration, Shipping Collaboration, and AP Automation. For more information,
visit onescm.com.

For more than a decade, TAKE Supply Chain has been selected by leading
companies across the globe for solutions that deliver increased accuracy, visibility
and responsiveness across their supply chains. We offer robust collaboration
and data collection solutions that leverage existing and emerging technology to
support the increased challenges of expanding global supply chains. Together
with our customers, we are regular recipients of supply chain industry awards for
technology, value, and innovation.
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